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IOTRQDUCTIOH AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Although the field of social behavior among aninale has not received

a great aiount of attention until recent years, many of the vertebrate

animals, vith the possible exception of amphibians , have been observed

to exhibit some form of social organization* Such behavior is not so

notable, if it exists at all, in the invertebrates except for the social

insects, although Hovard (1955) observed fighting in the grain beetle,

Tenebrlo malltor, and found evidence of the possible formation of a

dominance hierarchy. The social organisation of animals is characterized

by agonistic behavior vhich includes both aggressive and submissive

behavior. Aggression may be expressed by fighting and bluffing, and the

opposite is expressed by submissive, avoidance and escape reactions.

The common domestic chicken has long been a favorite animal of

scientists in the study of animal nutrition, genetics and other related

fields, but the study of the social behavior of these animals has been

neglected until relatively recently. The pioneer vork was initiated by

the observations of Schjelderup-Ebbe in Europe during the second decade

of the present century. Investigations by American scientists did not

begin until some 20 years later (Sanctuary, 1932)j(Masure and Ailee, 193U).

Schjelderup-Ebbe (1935) first discovered the dominance order in

chickens in 1913 and noted that in small flocks of birds (less than 25)

there is a hierarchy of dominance formed which remains fairly constant

ever long periods of time. This dominance hierarchy has commonly become

known among students of animal behavior as a peck-order. In small flocks

of chickens a straight-line hierarohy is commonly the case, whereas in

larger flocks there are many triangle and Quadrangle relationships.



The straight-line hierarchy is characterized by one member of the flock

dominating all others and being dominated by none In return, and one

individual is dominated by all and dominates none in return. A triangle

relationship exists in a situation in which I dominates C, C dominates

D and D dominates B. Vhether a straight-line hierarchy exists or a

hierarchy complicated by triangles, the relationship between any two

individuals is characterized by unidirectional dominance, that is, if B

pecks C, C does not peck B in return. The term peck-right describes this

type of relationship*

Masure and Allee (193k) found that a different type of relationship

existed in pigeons in which there was bidirectional pecking. It is the

number of pecks delivered by each individual i hich determines which one is

dominant—the one delivering the greater number of pecks being the domi-

nant individual. The term peck-dominance is used to describe this type

of relationship. Doves (Bennett, 1939), canaries (Shoemaker, 1939) and

shell parakeets (Masure and Allee, 193k) also maintain a peck-dominance

type of social organisation.

For the study of social behavior, flocks of more than 2$ individuals

constitute a large flock in so far as the total number of possible pair

relationships is concerned. This number is determined by the formula

N2-?!/^. Guhl (1953) found evidence of a peck-order in a flock of 96

Vhite Rock pullets, but in such a lar.;e flock the peck-order tended to be

less stable due to the large number of individuals each bird must learn

to recognise—either as a superior or a subordinate.

The tendency in small flocks is toward a straight-line peck-order

(Guhl, 1915). Gollias (19U0 stated that triangle relationships tend to

straighten out in time, but such a claim seems to lack experimental



verification. Usually the males do not peck the females, and vice versa,

except in young chicks, and a separate peck-order exists for each sex in

a mixed flock. 1 hen chickens are reared together, a peck-order is usually

established by the seventh or eighth weeks among males and by the tenth

veek among females (Guhl, 1953)* 1 ben adult birds are introduced into a

pen as strangers to each other, dominant-subordinate relationships between

each bird and each of its flockmates are soon established. This may be

done by fighting or by some birds submitting to others without a contest.

Vhen two birds leet in an initial contest, there are several factors

which may determine the possible outcome of the encounter (Colllas, 19U3).

Among these are:

1. Sex — the males usually being dominant over females.

2. Familiarity with the surroundings — a bird fights best in its

home territory and among flockmates.

3. The physiological condition of the bird as regards to male hor-

mones — the size of the comb being used as an Indicator of the amount of

androgens present in the body.

).j. Body weight and general state of health — the heavier, healthier

bird having a better chance to win.

5. State of molt — molting birds tend to be less aggressive in

initial encounters.

6. Psychology of success — the social rank of the bird in its home

'lock is indicative of its chance of dominating its opponent.

The basis of agonistic behavior in chickens, as in other vertebrate

animals, is both psychological and physiological. After the peck-order

has been established, it is maintained by social inertia—aggression tends
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to lessen and be replaced by those factors which make for memory of

flocknates, and each bird's relationships vith its flockmates. The

physiological factor can be subdivided into neural and chemical (hormonal)

factors. The neural factors are responsible for the motor patterns associ-

ated vith various emotional or social expressions. Chemical and neural

factors are actually inseparable in their action, the former usually

being relatively slow and sustained in character and the latter acting

more rapidly and often are of shorter duration (Gollias, 19Ui). It is

nov generally thought that the neural mechanisms of behavior are inherent

parts of the individual, and the degree of expression of behavior through

these mechanisms is regulated by the quantity of certain cheiicals in the

body. Fisher (1956) demonstrated this by the application of certain

chemicals to specific areas of the brain, and recording the results on

electroencephalographs as veil as making the usual visual observations of

behavior. Breneman (I9ii0) vas able to induce crowing in very young chicks

by the injection of testosterone propionate. Ouhl (1957) injected

androgens into chicks and got results which suggested that the neural

patterns for crowing are present at an early age but that in the absence

of androgens could not be expressed. Even though a peck-order was formed

in these treated birds at least a veek earlier than in the normal controls,

fighting vas still not Induced at as early an age as crowing. This

suggests that the neural mechanism responsible for fighting develops much

later than that for crowing. Allee, et al. (1955) state that aggressive

behavior can be induced in young chicks when treated vith testosterone

propionate*

The significance of the peck-order to the flock must be recognised



in its effect on the individual and on the flock as a whole* On the

individual basis, the higher-ranking birds have precedence at the feed

hoppers, water fountain, and roosting area (Guhl, et al., 19h5).

Sanctuary (1932) observed that those hens of higher rank tend to produce

more eggs than those low in the peck-order. In general, the high-ranking

birds tend to possess a greater freedom of the pen. Among cocks. Guhl

and Varren (19U6) noted that the higher-ranking birds had a greater free-

dom to mate and consequently sired more chicks than low-ranking cocks.

This does not imply that the most aggressive males are necessarily the

most fertile as the opposite might be true.

Quhl and Allee (19liU) attempted to compare the efficiency of a well-

organized flock with that of flocks kept in a continuous state of flux.

They concluded that the well-organised flocks showed less aggressive

behavior, consumed more feed, gained more weight and laid more eggs than

the flook in which reorganisation was continually occurring.

Observations of multibreed flocks by Potter (19h9) suggest that

previous experience with a member of another breed may influence subse-

quent behavior toward strange birds of that breed. She employed a nu-nber

of multibreed flocks involving seven different breeds of hens, and staged

initial pair-contests between the various breeds, A statistically signifi-

cant difference was noted in the degree of dominance between certain breeds.

That the recognition of individuals of other breeds as individuals may not

be as notable as the recognition of them as a breed type was evident in

Potter* s work*

Potter and Allee (1953) conducted experiments with various breeds of

chickens to determine the extents of individual and breed recognitions.

The evidence here suggested also that a hen may respond to a member of



another breed on the basis of bread recognition rather than of individual

recognition*

That there are breed differences in aggressive behavior was evidenced

by the work of Holabird (1955). He observed and compared a flock of Light

Brahmas with flocks of five other breeds and found statistical differences

between certain combinations of these breeds as related to various types

of interactions. Hale (1956) conducted experiments with different breeds

of chickens to test the hypothesis that behavioral responses are based

on breed recognition rather than on individual recognition* He made

predictions) based on previous experiences of the birds, as to the out-

come of initial pair-contests, and the expected results occurred in a

high percentage of the contests* Three types of tests were employed*

(s) pair-contests between birds having had previous experience with the

other1 s breed, (b) maintenance of snail multibreed flocks, and (c) mor-

phological modification of dominant birds of another breed, or of strangers

belonging to the breed winning paired inter-breed contests. He concluded

that behavioral responses based on breed recognition without discrimin-

ation of individuals established a situation in which a single brief

experience with one member of another breed had a profound influence upon

subsequent reactions to other individuals of that breed encountered within

the memory span*

Further evidence of breed differences is demonstrated in the reaction

to treatment with male hormones. Allee, et al. (1955) injected low-

ranking hens of six common breeds with testosterone propionate and noted

that some breeds responded more to this treatment than did others* Since

relatively few birds in each breed were treated, individual differences



have been highly important and partially overshadowed the apparent

breed differences*

All of these experiments vera vith adult birds and did not determine

vhether rearing in multibreed groups or In single-breed groups would

influence the results* One night anticipate that early experience say

be a factor in breed recognition* ioung chicks nay not react to strain

differences*

The purpose of the present study was to determine if there were

differences in the social behavior of different breeds and/or strains of

chickens as regards the development of behavior from the time of hatching

to maturity and to obtain some information on the compatibility of the

breeds under study* The experiment was conducted as part of a more

extensive project carried on by the Department of Poultry Husbandry at

Kansas State College*

THB BIRDS AND THEIR TREATMENT

Six strains of chickens, involving four breeds, were used in this

experiment. The experiment was begun with 16 birds from each of five

of the strains and 15 from the other strain for a total of $$ birds*

Of this number, 82 survived to the end of the experiment. The birds

used were as follows i Dirksie VMte Leghorns, Ohostley Vhite Leghorns,

Honegger Vhite Leghorns, Parraenter Rhode Island Reds, Berry Black

Australorps and Kansas State College Vhite Plymouth Rocks. These breeds

were chosen because it was thought that they might represent a good

sample In the range of variability of aggressiveness between the breeds,

and strains of White Leghorns.



Sine* there were throe strains of White Leghorns used in this experi-

ment and each of the other breed* was represented by only one 3 train,

the term strain will be employed hereafter to designate each group* This

is merely for the sake of convenience and both the strain and breed names

Kill be used when referring to the White Leghorns and only the breed name

when referring to the other three breeds.

Hatching eggs vers obtained from the commercial breeders of each

strain with the exception of those of the Vhite Plymouth Rocks which were

supplied from the stock at Kansas State College. The birds were cared

for by the personnel of the poultry farm at Kansas State College from the

time of hatching until the termination of the experiment; the birds were

kept at the poultry farm throughout the entire study period* Handling of

the birds was under the supervision of members of the Department of Poultry

Husbandry at Kansas State College* The chicks were sexed when four days

old by a professional sexer, and only females were used in this experiment*

In so far as this could be accomplished* the birds were reared and

oared for just as would be done by the poultryman and under similar

conditions* This was desirable in order that any information which might

be gained from this study could be of use to the poultryman under the

conditions of which his birds would be maintained* Since this was the

case* the animals were not in a controlled environment such as might be

desired in sons types of research work*

Numbered metal wing bands were employed to identify each individual

bird. In order to distinguish between the various strains during obser-

vation, the chicks were marked on the saddle and wings with dyes except

where the color of the feathers made this unnecessary, kedyeing of the



feathers vas necessary 3t frequent intervals during the course of the

experiment.

Observations vers -node from April $, 1556 to February 9, 1957 ("Table

l).1 Observations on the multistrain flock were terminated on December

22, 19$6j the remainder of the time was used to conclude the staging of

initial pair-contests. Approximately 200 hours MM spent in actual

observation time on the multistrain flock and over 19,000 pecks and threats

were recorded. Even t: any pack-rights vers unknown, this number of

interactions was thought to be a reasonable sample of the birds' activities.

During the early course of the experiment no attempt was made to

distinguish between individuals within a strain. To facilitate speed and

ease in recording observations, a symbol was used to represent each group.

The birds were weighed at irregular intervals throughout the course

of the experiment. Velghts were in grams until the birds became quite

large and then were taken to the nearest tenth of a pound. The number of

birds from each strain feeding at any one time vas recorded at the beginning

of each observation period and at fifteen-minute intervals thereafter.

The chicks were housed in the basement of the feed barn from the

fourth day until 30 days of age. A fairly constant temperature was main-

tained in this part of the building although minor fluctuations did occur.

The lights were on 2\x hours a day. Vithin the building the chicks were

kept in a "Million-Dollar Hen" brooder. This brooder is 68 inches by 3U

inches, about one-third being a warming area and the other two-thirds

serving as an area in which the birds can move about more freely. This

latter part contained a feed trough on each side and a vaterer on one end.

1 All tables are in the appendix.
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The birds could move about freely In this area until they reached a eiae

at which crowding became evident

•

Observations were made from about three feet away from the brooder.

Since the brooders were stacked four high, the observations vera handi-

capped somewhat by the angle at which the birds vers viewed—the brooder

above preventing a direct bird's-eye view. Since the wanaing area was

y«xy low and partially enclosed by canvas flaps, no activity could be

observed In this area. The time of observation varied from day to day

but was always between 8t00 A* H. and £t00 P. H. while the birds were in

the brooder. (Later in the experiment some observations were made during

the early morning twilight hours.) Interruptions were rather frequent and

were caused by noises on the floor above and by people entering the house

to care for other birds. It was while making the feed counts that inter-

ruptions were moat disturbing, and some feeding data were invalidated as

a result.

At 30 days of age the birds were moved from the brooder to a floor

pen in the north brooderhouoe. This house was rectangular with 10 pens,

each 10 feet by 10 feet, partitioned off on either side of a central

passageway. The pens were separated from each other by boards from the

floor up to one foot high, and by one-inch mesh chicksn wire on to the

ceiling. This was also the construction on the side facing the central

passageway. There was a hover type brooder In the pen in which the temp-

erature was thermostatically controlled and the brooder could be raised

and lowered as desired. There was a window on the south side which

supplied adequate lighting during the daylight hours and could be opened

and closed as weather conditions demanded. Two feed troughs, each U2
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inches long, and an automatic vaterer vara employed in each pen. Cruahed

corn coba were put on the concrete floor to absorb droppings and facili-

tate cleaning of the pens*

All observations vers made from outside the pen. At the beginning

of each observation period the brooder vas raised so the entiro pen area

could be vieved. The observer had to enter the pen in order to do this,

but the little amount of disturbance caused usually vaned by the time the

observer vas situated to start recording observations. Activity vithin

the pen vas usually greatest just after the brooder vas raised. Vtaso

there vas to be more than one observation period in one day, the brooder

vas raised at the Heginning of the first and not lovered until the end of

the last period of that day.

People moving about in the house caused some disturbance in the flock,

but this vas rather infrequent other than the regular times vhen feed vas

being put into the troughs.

The birds vers transferred to House No. lit at 63 days of age. The

pen utilised in this house measured 1$ feet by 15 feet. No other chickens

vere housed in this building at the time. Coarse sand vas kept on the

concrete floor to absorb droppings. Three Uc-inch feed troughs, one for

nash and two for mixed grain, vere arranged on the floor vith adequate

space between them for the birds to feed freely, later vas provided by

two 10-quart pails placed on a single stand. Light vas provided by

windows along the south wall. An elevated roost extended across the north

side.

Observations vere made £r«a within the house, and the pullets became

quite accustomed to the observer and apparently vere not affected by his
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presence. In order to obtain a maximum of data in a minimum of time, many

observations vere made between 5»30 A, H. and 7s00 A. M. at which time the

birds vere thought to be nost active. Also there vere some times when two

observers were working at the same time with each observing "one-half*

of the house. There vere seldom any intrusions in this house during the

observation periods which made the situation ideal.

Eight birds from each strain vere selected at random from the flock,

whan the pullets were 153 days old (Table 1), to make a total of U8 birds.

These birds were moved to the old mating house and kept as a nmlti breed

unit for the remainder of the experiment. At that time, birds which vere

the same age and fro- the same hatching stock, but which had been on the

range as a single unit, vere used to make up additional flocks. Two of

these additional flocks were like the one just described, and in addition

there vere six single-strain flocks of 2h pullets each. It vas from four

of these single-strain flocks that the birds were chosen for the initial

pair-contests. Hie three mixed-strain flocks and the six single-strain

flocks vere used in an experiment conducted by the Department of Poultry

Husbandry to study the effects vhloh the mixing of strains might iiave on

the production of meat and eggs*

All birds vere uebeaked at the time the flocks vere formed. Obser-

vations vero continued until the birds vere 272 days of age. The physical

structure of the pens in the old mating house left much to be desired and

made observations from within the pen necessary. Two cylindrical, hanging

feeders vere suspended from the ceiling and water was supplied in 10-quart

pails placed on the floor.

During the cour.se of the experiment the following data vere recordedi
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of birds feeding at a time, frolicking, sparring, threatening,

peeking and fighting* These data were later analyzed on the basis of the

number of activities per bird per hour. The explanation of each of these

terns is given below.

1. Feedings Only those birds actually picking up feed were counted*

Birds standing passively at the feeder vere not counted*

?• Frolicking! Spontaneous running and wing-flapping for which there

is no apparent external stimulus. This nay involve only one bird although

such behavior seems to be contagious*

3. Sparring* A sort of play fighting in which two birds come face

to face, assume a fighting posture and make peeking attempts or actually

deliver some ak pecks but with no apparent avoidance on the part of

either bird*

U* Threatening! A threat consists of raising the head or displaying

some type of aggression toward another bird, but making no attempt to

deliver a peck*

5. Pecking! A peek is a blow delivered about the head of another

bird or an attempted delivery which fell short or missed its mark. Pick-

ing feathers and pecking at feed or foreign Tatter about the beak are not

considered pecks* (For the sake of convenience, both pecking and threaten-

ing will be referred to hereafter as pecks, because both are acts of

aggression*

)

6* Fighting! A fight involves at least two individuals, each taking

an active aggressive attitude toward the other. Fights do not always end

in a decision as the birds may just cease fighting and wander away from

each other.
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Initial paired-encounters were staged between individuals of some of

the four strains vhich vera maintained in single-strain flocks. These

encounters vers staged over a period of time from November 28, 1956, to

February 9, 1957. Only one strain of White Leghorns, Dirksies, was used

in these contests. Ten birds tore chosen st random from eaoh of the

following single-breed flooks: Rhode Island Reds, thite i'lynouth Rocks,

Dirksie M&MI Leghorns, and HLack Australorps. Although all four breeds

were reared together until five months of age, they had been in single*

breed flocks for nearly three months, and the individuala of each flock,

as a result, were strangers to those in other flocks.

Following the technique devised by Collias (19U3), eaoh of the ten

birds of each breed met each of tho 30 birds from the other three breeds

in a neutral area. These initial pair-encounters were staged in order to

obtain further measurements in levels of aggressiveness. Collias (19U3),

Ouhl (1953) and others have used this technique to help determine the

relative aggressiveness of chickens and found that there was a signifi-

cant correlation betveen the number of floeksatss pecked and the number

of initial pair-encounters won. No intrabreed encounters were staged.

The encounters were staged in wire exhibition cages about two feet square.

This small area was employed to bring about an interaction in a minimum

amount of time*

The two birds were placed in the cage simultaneously facing away from

each other. Soma times feed was placed in the cage to stimulate activity.

The winner of each encounter was determined by fighting, pecking, threat-

ening or by avoiding. An avoidance was characterised by one bird assuming

a submissive attitude toward the other bird which made no apparent threat.
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The encounters were staged by only one person, and the exact action which

decided the winner might have been missed while going to the pens for other

birds. If there was no decision within 15> or 20 minutes, the birds were

separated and renatched at a later tL'ie. Encounters were scheduled so

that no bird was involved in more than two rounds per day, and there was a

time lapse of at least two hours between each round. No type of control,

such as intentionally matching winners with winners or losers with losers,

was employed.

RESULTS

The Behavior of the Flock as A Unit

When observations were begun at the beginning of the second week,

frolicking and sparring behavior were already present. Plate I* shows

that the rate of frolicking for the entire flock, wtien analyzed on the

basis of the number of frolicks per bird per hour, did not go beyond 2.9

at any time. The high peak reached during the fifth week can be attrib-

uted to the fact that the birds were moved from close confinement in the

brooder to the floor pen where there was aTiple space for frolicking.

Sparring activity, when summarized on the same basis as frolicking,

was very infrequent throughout the twelve weeks it was recorded, and at

no time did it surpass the rates of frolicking (Plate I). Instead of

showing a rise in rate as did the frolicking when the birds were moved,

sparring frequency showed a decline although such decline was negligible.

2" All plates are in the appendix.
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Both sparring and frolicking activity dropped sharply in frequency during

the tenth week and continued to drop until the thirteenth week at which

tine these activities were no longer recorded.

No aggressive behavior, 1. e., pecks or fights, showed up until the

fifth week and was negligible until the eleventh week (Plate I). Veeks

ten and eleven were characterized by very little activity of any klndj

even feeding activity was infrequent at these times. It should be noted

that as the pecks increased in frequency, sparring and frolicking decreased.

Pecks showed a gradual increase in frequency until the fourteenth week at

which time they leveled off to a fairly constant rate. The variations

during the later veeks of the study might be attributed to changes in

weather conditions or to the times of day at which the observations were

made*

the feeding activity as presented in Plate I, shows variations from

week to week, but this alao might be due to changing weather conditions

or the tines of day at which observations were made. The low point at the

tenth week coincides with the slumps in other activity rates. It MM at

the thirteenth week that the birds were moved to a larger house which had

three feed troughs instead of two. This might explain the sudden upsurg

in feeding frequencies at that time. Vith more space per bird for feeding,

the friction between individuals was lessened and the birds had greater

opportunities to feed. The decline in feeding activity which started at

the sixteenth week is unaccounted for, but might be due to the birds having

less time to feed as the rate of pecking activity increased.

It is of Interest to note that during nearly 200 hours of observation

time, only 53 fights vere obeerved (Table 8). The first fight
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recorded in the seventh week, and raoet of the fights occurred between

this and the thirteenth reek. Fifteen was the greatest number of fights

recorded for any one veek, and this was during the ninth week. This was

during the height of the peck-order formation period (Ouhl, 1953) • This

•nail number of fights made analysis of this activity impossible on a

statistical basis, but the greatest number involved the VMte Plymouth

Rocks, with fever involving the Dirksie IMte Leghorns, Ghostley White

Leghorns, and the black australorps, and the least involving the Honegger

White Leghorns and Rhode Island Reds*

l< inferences Between Strains

To test the significance of the differences between the six different

strains in regards to the frequencies of frolicking, sparring, pecking,

and feeding, the following formula was employed!

d"

t -

V n(n-l)

This is the method of paired comparisons which was devised by "Student"

(192$), in which "d" is the difference between pairs (strains) in weekly

performance, and d is the mean difference over sets of weeks (n).

Frolicking* The rates of frolicking were analyzed on the basis of

the number of frolicks per bird per hour for each strain* These rates are

shown graphically by weeks for each strain in Plate II, and In tabular form

in Table 2. Table 3 gives the mean rates for each strain for an eight-

week period and makes 15 comparisons between the strains in rates of

frolicking. Vben testing the significance of the differences between the

strains, it seemed justifiable to omit the last four weeks of data due to
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the Low rate to vhich this activity had suddenly declined, since all of

the strains showed a similar decline. After the rates fell to such low

points, they becane rather meaningless in presenting strain differences.

It can be seen from Table 3 that of the 15 strain comparisons, ten

were statistically significant. Eight of these were highly significant

(P - 0.01). The Black Australorps were the most active in frolicking,

and Plate II shows that this strain was not surpassed in the rate of

frolicking after the fourth week. The lowest rate of frolicking was

among the Honegger Khite Leghorns, although this strain wus not consis-

tently the lowest from week to week (PLate II).

Sparring . Sparring activity was analysed on the same basis as

frolicking using only the first eight weeks of data and omitting the last

four weeks. The interstrain comparisons and mean rates of sparring for

this eight-week period are given in Table 5. The number of sparring*

observed is presented for each strain by weeks in Table U, and Plate II

gives these rates in graphic form. Both interstrain and intrastrain

sparring are included with no separation of the two being made.

Nine of the 15 interstrain comparisons showed significance; six of

these were highly significant (P » 0.01). The highest mean rate was

among the Rhode IsLand Reds and the lowest among the Honegger Vhite

Leghorns. During the eighth and ninth weeks, the Rhode Island Reds

showed much higher sparrin,- rates than any other strain.

Pecking . Strain differences become evident when the rates of pecking

are analyzed for each strain. Plate III shows that from weeks 11 to 22

there was much variation in pecking rates. Both interstrain and lntra-

strain pecks are included in the analysis of these rates. The number of
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observed pecks is presented in Table 6. It can be seen from this table

that peeking was negligible until about the eleventh week. Because of the

lov rates and the lack of any appreciable difference between strains, the

analysis presented in Table 7 Includes only veeks 11 to 22.

Only one of the 15 strain comparisons shovn in Table 7 lacks statis-

tical significance. Of the lit vhich shov significance, all but one vere

highly significant (P • 0.01). Sane strains shoved much variation in

pecking rates from veek to week, but two strains, Honegger White Leghorns

and Rhode Island Reds, shoved a minimum of variation. These tvo strains

vere also the lovest in pecking rates vith the Rhode Island Reds being

significantly lover than the Honegger Vhite Leghorns.

The White Plymouth Rocks and Ohostley White Leghorns displayed the

highest rates of pecking vith the former being more active than the latter,

but there vas no statistical difference between the tvo strains (Table 7).

On Plate III the lines representing these two breeds cross several times.

Fi A grand total of only 53 fights vere observed during nearly

200 hours of observation time. This small number made statistical analysis

on a strain basis all but impossible. No fights vere observed until the

seventh veek and more than half of the total number observed occurred

during this and the folloving tvo veeks (Table 8). Some of the fights

occurred betveen birds of the same strain as veil as between birds of

different strains. The Vhite Plymouth Rocks vere involved in the greatest

number of fights observed, and the Rhode Island Reds in the least.

Feeding. The data on the number of birds of each strain feeding at

a time vere analysed in two different parts. One analysis included weeks

two to nine and the other included weeks 15 to 22. This vas done in order
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to determine if there was any difference in the rates of feeding of the

various strains In the pre-peck-order period and the post-peck-order

period* The peck-order in small flocks of pullets usually is established

by the tenth week (Guhl, 1953) and it is thought that in a larger Hook,

such as used in the present study, it vould be established somewhat later.

Plate IV shows little separation among most of the lines during weeks

10 to lb except for the Rhode Island Reds* Before and after this period

the six lines tend to separate more. Feeding rates for the 21 weeks of

observation represented on Plate IV are given in tabular form in Table 9*

Out of 15 strain comparisons (Table 10), only one shovs any signi-

ficant difference in the rates of feeding during the pre-peck-order period,

and this is barely significant (P - 0,05). This difference vaa between

the Ghostley White Leghorns and the Honegger White Leghorns j the former

being more active in feeding than the latter* All of the remaining strain

comparisons lacked statistical differences in feeding rates during the

pre-peck-order period*

Table 11 gives the strain comparisons in feeding rates from week

15 to week 22* Four of these strain comparisons in feeding rates shewed

statistical differences and each of the four involved the Rhode Island

Reds* It can be seen in Plate IV that this strain was much lower than

any of the other strains during the later weeks of the experiment*

rowth Rates* The body weights and percentages of gain are given for

each of the strains in Table 12* From this table it would appear that the

Rhode Island Reds were not suffering unduly from this lov rate of feeding*

There were no single-strain control flocks maintained during this period of

time* ecause of this it was not determined if any variations in body
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weight gains reflected the social statuses of the strains or whether the

differences were due to strain differences in development,

Ptck-P.i^hts * Table 13 gives the number of peck-rights within and

between the strains which were known and the number of possible peck-

rights for each strain in the flock of 82 birds* Similar data are given

in Table lU for the reduced flock of U8 birds. The data for both flocks

are further summarized in Table 15. The per cont of initial pair-encount-

ers won by each of four of the strains is also given in this table*

From Table 15 it can be seen that not all of the possible inters train

peck-rights were known in either the flock of 82 pullets (2792 possible)

or the flock of UB pullets (?60 possible)* In each flock a smaller per-

centage of peck-rights was known for the Black Australorps than for any

of the other strains*

It can be noted that after the flock was reduced to U6 birds and

moved, there was a change in the per cent of relationships in which each

strain vas dominant* Some relationships between individuals which were

known in the larger flock vera not obsorved in the reduced flock and some

new relationships were observed* The Black Australorps and V'hite Plymouth

Rocks changed positions in regards to the per cent of known interstrain

relationships in which they vero dominant, but the Australorps, as a strain,

were still dominant to the Vhlte Plymouth Rocks* Other changes can also be

noted, but they are not great enough to be of any significance. The Rhode

Island Reds were vnry definitely at the bottom of the peck-order in each

of the flocks.

Initial Pair- I ncounters . The results of the initial pair-contests

were quite surprising as regards the Rhode Island Reds and Black Australorps
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(Table 16). Out of 300 encounters, the Rhode Island Reds von 200 and lost

only 100. "lnety of these vins vere from the Black Australorps with only

ten loses with this strain. It should be noted that the birds used in

these initial pair-encounters vere not the sane individuals used in the

ontogenetic study, but vere of the same hatching stock and the same age.

The Rhode Island Reds vere loves t in the ontogenetic peck-order and the

Black Australorps vere at the top. In contrast, the Australorps von only

85 encounters and lost 215. Other than betveen these tvo breeds, the only

major differences in the number of vins vas between the Vhite Plymouth

Rocks and the Black Australorps vith the latter vinning only 29 of the

100 contests betveen these tvo breeds. There vere no essential differ-

ences betveen the other breeds vith each vinning about as many contests

as it lost.

Out of the 600 initial pair-encounters staged, only 53, or 9 per cent,

vere settled by actual fighting. Thirty-four per cent vere decided by

pecks, Uii per cent by threats and 13 per cent by avoidance or submission.

This general pattern held true for each of the four breeds tested except

that the Vhite Leghorn breed von as many by pecks as by threats. These

findings do not follov too closely those of Collias (19U3)> but differences

may be due to the interbreed encounters; Collias used all of the same

breed.

DISCUSSION

There is a hint that frolicking, sparring and pecking might be differ-

ent developmental stages in the aggressive behavior complex (Ouhl, unpub-

lished data). From Plate I it can be seen that at no time did the sparring
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rate go as high as did the frolicking rate. This suggests that sparring

requires a stronger, or at least a different, stimulus than frolicking*

Frolicking may be spontaneous, but this activity on the part of one bird

often stimulates others to frolic also. This should not be taken to imply-

that seeing a bird frolic s the only external stimulus for frolicking*

Just what tho stimuli are vhich initiate the various types of behavior in

chickens is not veil knovn.

en two frolicking birds corns together, whether by chance or other-

vise, sons other stimulus cones into play and sparring is often the response.

In this "play fighting" type of bshavior, ths birds .-night actually become

aggressive toward each other. Fven though aggressive behavior is exhibited,

no dominance orier can be formed until one bird avoids the other. It would

appear, then, that aggressive behavior develops at about the sane time that

sparring is aecompained by pecking and gives way to fighting behavior.

Since avoidance plays a major role in the formation of a peck-order,

it should be given more consideration. Ths bird which assumes a low rank

in the ontogenetic peck-order might do so because it displayed avoiding

behavior at a slightly earlier age than another bird. If such vere the

case, it might be that the lov-ranking bird is not necessarily the least

aggressive.

In the present study peeking vas first observed in the fifth week

and fights vere first observed during the seventh week. As the rates of

frolicking and 3parring declined, the rates of pecking increased. Frolick-

ing and sparring vere replaced by pecking almost entirely by the thirteenth

veek (Plate I).

The greatest number of fights for any reek was observed during the
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ninth veek, and even then the total number observed was only 15 fights

in the entire flock. These fights occurred at the tL"no vhen dominance

relational pt vere being established (Ouhl, 1953) • The heterogeneity of

the flock and the large number of individuals ni^ht have been factors

responsible for the lev number of fights vhich vere observed.

The sudden upsurge in the rate of frolicking during the fifth veek

took place following the ronoval of the birds from the brooder to the

floor pen. This suggests that space is an inportant factor in frolick-

ing activity. Since no similar rise *as observed in sparring rates at

this time, space may not be as important a factor in this activity as in

frolicking. This suggestion is only tentative as it is not supported by

adequate evidence.

In regards to the feeding activity of the flock as a vhole, the

sudden rise in feeding rates occurred at the time the birds vere moved

to a larger house vhich contained three feeders instead of tvo as vas the

case in the pen from vhich they vere moved. The lov point at the tenth

veek might suggest that at the time the peok-oraer relationships v re being

established, the birds had less time to feed or vere disturbed more often

during feeding* The slump in all activity at this time does not lend too

much support to this idea. The only explanations given for the other

fluctuations are the possible effects of veather changes or the tines of

day at vhich observations vare made. Siegel and Ouhl (1956) used photo-

electric systems to measure the diurnal rhytttms in activity rates of \ hite

Leghorn cockerels and found that the rates of activities varied vith the

tine of day. The greatest amount of activity occurred in the morning

hours v th the least occurring in the afternoon and evening.
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Relatively Little is known about the compatibility of different

breed* of chickens in a fiultibreed flock, i otter's (19U9) vork vith

multibreed flocks involved latura hens which were not reared together.

Other experiments in the study of interbreed compatibility vers also con-

ducted vith adult birds (Potter and Allee, 1953 J Kale, 1<^6j Fisher and

Hale, l'?7; olablrd, 1955} and Allee, ot al., 1955).

That the development of behavior patterns in one strain of chickens

differs from that of other strains vhon reared in multistrain flocks is

suggested by the present study. One breed or strain nay shov a high rate

of activity In one type of behavior, and lov: in another.

It vould appear that there 1b very little, if any, relationship

betveen the frequencies of frolicking and sparring and the frequency of

pecking* , The Rhode Island Reds which displayed the highest rate of sparring

shoved the least amount of pocking throughout the entire observation

period* The Vhite Plymouth Rocks, however, were comparatively high in

both frolicking and sparring and shoved the highest frequency of pocking

(Tables 3. 5» and 7).

Fven though many of the strain comparisons shoved statistical signi-

ficance in differences in rates of frolicking and sparria , only one of

these comparisons in the rate of feeding shoved any significant difference

betveen strains during the first nine weeks. This vould suggest that prior

to the tine the peck-order is formed, each strain has equal opportunity

to feed irrespective of their rates of activities. Hovevor, after pecking

activity reached its height, four of the fifteen comparisons shoved

significant differences in feeding rates. These same four comparisons

shoved significant differences in pecking rates also vith the strain
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packing the moat be "iors often in eaeh comparison.

The indication hero is that the strain. are most active in pecking

have precedence at tho feed hoppers.

The
r

'hode Isler owed a low percentage of gain in body weight

fro* the twelfth to the fifteenth week as compered to the flock mean

(Table 12). On to the ti.-enty-second week, the rate of growth of this

strain was on a par witi fiat of the flock as a whole. It was during the

eleventh and tvelfth • eeke tfel Lty began to increase rapidly,

and during the tvelfth week the Rhode Island Rods started feeding at a

much lower rate than the rest of tho flock. One might conclude from the

foregoing observations that the Rhode Island Reds vere adversely affected

by the low rank they were assuming and by their infroquoncies of visiting

the feeders during the time of peck-order formation, bat that they later

became adjusted to the situation and wore able to maintain goo I ,-rovth

rates even under adverse circumstances*

Ouhl (1953) found that birds low in the peck-or tor had tendency to

leave the roost early in the morning and feed before the other birds of

the flock descended from tho roost. Those low-ranking birds would also

remain and feed after the others ted -one to roost in the evening, but

vera observed to feed less during the daytime while their flockaatee were

about the feeders. Such was not observed, but such a situation might have

been the case with the Rhode Island Reds in the present experiment. These

low-ranking Rhode Island Rods had a tendency to feed rapidly while at the

feeders which could have compensated for the infrequeney of feeding.

Being a phlegnatic breed, the Rhode Island Reds might have been

capable of utilizing their feed to greater advantage and thus have teen
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able to maintain their growth rates on a minimum of nourishment. Whatever

the adjustment might have been, these birds apparently vere able to adjust

themselves, either psychologically or physiologically, to the lev social

position in the flock* However* the peck-order formation period did appear

to be a crucial time in the development of these low-ranking birds*

The initial pair-encounters between members of four of the breeds

maintained in single-breed flocks gave quite striking results concerning

breeds* The Rhode Island Reds which were at the bottom of the ontogenetic

peck-order von more encounters than any other breed* These birds won 90

per cent of their encounters with the Black Australorps which vere at the

top of the peck-order* Potter (19U9) observed that Rhode Island Red hens

won more encounters than any other of six different breeds excepting • hi to

Leghorns* In the multibreed dominance-order, the Vhite Leghorns ranked

first with Games and Rhode Island Reds ranking second and third respec-

tively with no significant differences between the latter two breeds*

Potter's work suggested that the breed high in the peek-order had a better

chance of winning a high number of encounters than those low in the peck-

order*

'hen the Rhode Island Reds became mature, the avoidance or submissive

behavior of this breed might have become overshadowed by aggressive beha-

vior* Holabird (1955) found that the Rhode Island Reds showed a relatively

higher percentage of peck-order violations than any of four other breeds

and were surpassed only by Light Brahmasj this difference was not significant*

Since all the strains in the multistrain flock of the present study

were reared together, the evidence suggested that the age at which the

different strains become mature may be a factor in social rank obtained*
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If the Rhod« Island Reds matured later than ths other strains, they might

have bean forced to accept a lover position In the dominance hierarchy than

If they had been allowed to reach .maturity before being mixed vlth other

strains. The birds used in the Initial pair-encounters vers nearly eight

months old vhen the staging of the encounters was begun* They had been

laying for nearly three months and oould be considered aa nature individ-

uals.

This certainly suggested that the Rhode Island Reds are not neces-

sarily the least aggreasive of the strains under atudy but were held In a

lev position in the flock by social inertia* After a bird assumes a low

rank In a flock, the phenomenon of social Inertia serves to maintain it

at that level even though It may at a later time become physiologically

capable of climbing on the social ladder. A controlled experiment in

vhlch blrda of these same strains were maintained In single-strain flocka

until mature and then mixed might shed much light on the matter.

The Black Australorps show a reverse situation from that observed

with the Rhode Island Reds. The Australorps were tha most active of all

the straina In frolicking rates. Intermediate in sparring and pecking rates,

but dominated more flockmates (of the number possible to dominate) than any

other strain in the ontogenetic peck-order. This, and their low level of

success in the initial pair-encounters euggeated a paasive dominance*

Relatively little aggreasive action appears to be necesaary for this strain

to exert their dominance over flockmates, but when later confronted with

a strange bird in a neutral area, they give way vary readily. Thia might

suggeat that a bird can be highly dominant without displaying aggressive-

ness. This is hinted at in instances in which tha moat dominant bird in a
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flock delivers fewer pecks then nary of its subordinates (Guhl, 1953)*

Again the phenomenon of avoidance might be considered. That the

HLack Australorps developed avoidance or submissive behavior later than

•oats of the other strains might be a possibility* If so, avoidance

behavior might be overshadowing aggressiveness in adult birds of this

strain*

Something about releasers should be mentioned here. The stimuli

which evoke aggressiveness or avoidance are not well understood, but they

are undoubtedly highly complex. It was noted that between some birds

employed in the initial pair-encounters, neither member of the pair

presented the proper releaser(s) for any type of agonistic behavior on

the part of the other bird. It is suggested that a given strain can

stimulate the release of behavior patterns in one strain but not in

another. Much work is necessary in order to develop this idea further.

According to Hale (1956), if a bird recognised a member of another

breed as a breed type more than on an individual basis, certain results

may be predicted in initial pair-encounters. Theoretically, if such

recognition be the case, if a bird of one breed loses a fight to a member

of another breed, it would tend to avoid other birds of that breed which

it might meet in subsequent encounters. The latter encounters would have

to be staged within the memory span of the birds for such recognition of

breeds to occur, ihe evidence from the present experiment is not adequate

to confirm such a theory. However, there were some outstanding obser-

vations in which such a theory might have been operating. Two Black

Australorps won all ten of their encounters with the Vhite Leghorns, and

one lost all ten] two more individuals lost nine of the ten contests.
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There vera other examples which do suggest that the factor of breed

recognition ma/ have been operating in these initial pair-encounters.

An error in sampling might have been the causative factor in the results

of the initial pair-encounters. By chance the most aggressive individ-

uals from the Rhode Island lied flock, and the least aggressive individuals

from the Black Australorp flock might have been selected.

That there are differences in behavior between breeds and strains of

chickens is suggested by this study. The effects vhich such differences

might have on the production of eggs and on body weights are being evaluated

in another phase of the experiment by Mr. Dale Tindell of the Department

of Poultry Husbandry. It might be tbat the Black Australorps are ideal

dominants since they sLo* a tendency to dominate a large number of flock-

mates with a minimum of aggressive action. As for the Rhode Island lads,

they may represent the ideal subordinate breed. The data on body weights

(Table 12) suggested that individuals of this breed of pullets vers able

to maintain good body weights while at the bottom of the social scale.

This experiment does not propose to answer the problems, if there are

real problems, connected with the rearing and maintaining of pullets in

multibreed flocks. It does, however, suggest that certain breeds, when

mixed, might be more compatible than others. The findings in the present

study along with those of Mr. Tindell, suggest possible approaches to the

study of interbreed compatibility in future experimental work.

SUMMARX

Ten out of 15 interstrain comparisons showed statistically significant

differences in mean rates of frolicking, and 9 out of 1$ showed significant



differences in rates of sparring*

Fourteen of the 15 intarstrain comparisons showed significant differ-

ences in the mean rates of pecking from veok 11 to veek 22*

A grand total of 53 fights was observed from the second to the tventy-

seeond week* This number vas too small to be subjected to statistical

analysis on a strain basis*

Before the period of peck-order formation* only one of the 15 strain

comparisons in feeding rates showed any significant difference. After

the peck-order formation period four of the 15 comparisons shoved signi-

ficant differences*

Growth rates appeared to be affected very little by the social status

of a strain except for the Rhode Island Reds which were affected sons

during the peck-order formation period, 2he percentage of geln of this

strain was low during this period as compared to the flock mean*

Peck-rights were known for 81* per cent of the possible pair rela-

tlonships* The Black Australorps and >hite Plymouth uocks shared the top

ranks in the peck-order and the Rhode Island Reds were at the bottom of

the order*

Ranking by strains based on results of initial pair-encounters

differed from those based on rank in the peck-order* Two strains out of

six showed marked differences in aggressiveness* These differences may

have been due to sampling, to the effects of breed recognition on initial

encounters, or effects due to strain differences in maturation rates of

agonistic behavior*

The results of this experiment do not answer the problems which

might accompany the rearing and maintenance of mixed-strain flocks, but



do suggest possible approaches to the study of interstrain compatibility

in future experimental vork*
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II

Graphs of mean weekly rates of frolicking and sparring for
each of six strains of pullets maintained in multi-strain
flock expressed as the number of activities per bird per
hour.

Legend

HVL Honeggcr Vhite Leghorns

GVL Ohostley Vhite Leghorns

DWL Dirksie Vhite Leghorns

RIR Rhode Island Reds

VPR Vhite Plymouth Rocks

BA HLack Australorps
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labia 1. Calendar

t l :

Date t ,
,** \ * Veak » Treatment of btrda

, (days)
% ,

~T9T5
' '

Apr, 5 Chlcka hatched

Apr, 9 k 1 Chicks sexed} males renoved from flock}

OMMilM -".c-.<r
: tc brooder in foo. btM

Apr, 10 5 1 Veighed pullets

Apr. 12 7 2 First observation of flock

*y5 30 5 Pullets moved to floor pen in north brood-
er house} weighed birds

May 7 32 5 First observation in floor pan

June 6 62 9 Put numbered upright wing badges on winga}
weighed birds} began observations on in-
dividual basis

June 27 83 12 Moved pullets to house no. lit} weighed
birds

June 29 85 13 First observation in house no. lU

July 10 96 ia Frolicking and sparring no longer recorded

July 18 10': 15 Veighed birds

Aug. 8 126 18 " sighed birds

Aug. 30 UiP 22 Last observation in house no. lu

Sept. 3 153 22 Hade up new flock of h8 pullets j veighed}
debeaked} excess birds disposed of

Sept. 5 15U 22 New flock moved to old mating house}
First observation of flock

*<ov. 28 238 3U Began staging initial pair-encounters

Dec. 22 262 38 Flock observations terminated

1957
Feb. 9 311 US Finished staging initial pair-encounters

}

experiment terminated



Table 2* HMn rates of frolicking per bird per hour for six strains
of pulleta by weeks.

V

Veek :

:
BA VPR |

Strain

91 L i HVL I KIR

2 2.08 1.86 1.75 1.13 1.21 1.91

3 1.67 USI 1.31 1.13 0.76 1.U5

U 2.07 2.26 1.22 1.32 0.63 1.39

5 U.Ii8 3.60 2.10 2.15 2.19 2.83

6 3.28 2.61 1.21 1.75 l.liO 2.li5

7 1.78 1. 0.96 1.57 1.12 1.29

8 2.23 1.U5 1.35 2.02 1.16 1.77

9 2.09 Uhh 1.05 1.98 1.20 1.63

10 0.58 0.1*6 .35 0.1*8 0.32 0.U3

11 0.17 0.12 0.08 0.15 0.13 0.10

12 0.32 0.11 0.10 0.25 0.12 0.06

13 0.11 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.00 0.02

NOTE! The following train abbreviation* will be used in all of
the tables of the appendix.

BA HLack Austral orpa
VPR V'hite Plymouth Rocks
OVL Ghostley Vhite Leghorns
DKL Dirksie 'hit* Leghorns

T!onegcer Vhite leghorns
RTF. Rhode Island eds
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Table 3. Comparisons by strains of their r.iean rates of frolicking
from veek tvo to veek nine inclusive*

Strain
comparisons
r : ft

t

i

i I
"

t

t

: TI :

Idifference
t

i P-value
i

VPR j DH. 2.05 1.67 0.38 0.01

I PR I HVL 2.05 1.21 0.8U 0.01

VPR | Oat 2.05 1.36 0.69 0.02

VTR I RIP. 2.05 i.ea 0.21 KS»

VPR I BA 2.05 2.h3 0.38

m : DVL 1.36 1.67 0.31 re

M t BA 1.36 2.U3 1.07 0.01

OWL t RIR 1.36 Uk 0.1»8 0.01

OWL : •H, 1.36 1.21 0.15 m
A | EfWL 2.b3 1.67 0.76 0.03

BA I RIR 2.U3 1.8U 0.59 0.01

'A I L 2.U3 1.21 1.22 0.01

ZML 1 RIR 1.67 left 0.17 TS

r 'L : HWL 1.67 1.21 0.U6 0.01

RTR $ M 1.8U 1.21 0.63 0.01

NS Not statistically significant
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Table U. Tfean rates of sparring per bird per hour for six strains
of pullets by veeks.

' eek !
: VPR :

Strain
(JUL t : HVL : RIR

2 0.23 0.23 0.15 0.05 0.11 0.2h

3 0.72 0.73 0.35 0.27 0.10 0.73

u 0.59 0.6U 0.19 0.32 0.10 0.37

5 0.U5 0.60 0.10 0.06 O.U 0.U3

6 0.2li 0.25 0.05 0.08 0.02 O.Ui

7 0.25 0.30 0.19 0.15 0.11 0.58

8 0.39 0.57 0.1*6 0.6f 0.29 1.01

9 0.30 0.53 0.U5 0.50 0.31 0.87

10 O.U 0.12 O.lii 0.21 0.09 0.09

11 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.12 0.06 0.03

12 0.10 0.11 0.07 O.lii 0.09 0.05

13 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.00 0. 2 0.00
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Table 5« Canjairieons by strain* of their »ean rates of sparring
from week two to week nine inclusive.

Strain
en loaris 18

t ;

t Means :

t X i XI l

Difference
1

t P-value
t :

TI t

VPR J DWL 0,1)6 0.26 0.20 O.Ol*

VPR I 0.1*6 0.12* 0.32 0.01

^PR t OK 0.U6 0.2!i 0.22 0.01

VPR t RIK 0.U6 o.55 0.09 NS*

T
. PR t RA 0.U6 o.Uo 0.0U

OWL t DWL 0.2U 0.26 0.02 NS

OWL f BA 0.2li o.ho 0.16 o.oU

GWL i RIR 0.2U o.55 0.31 0.01

GVL t nw, 0.2U Sell 0.10 0.01

RA l DVL GU(Q 0.26 0.1U NS

RA S RIR o.Lo 0.55 0.15

RA t HHL o.Uo o.U* 0.26 0.02

DWL t RIR 0.26 0.55 0.2? 0.01

DWL t HWL 0.26 o.U* 0.12 N3

RIR : HHL 0.55 O.lii 0.1*1 0.01

* NS - Not statistically significant
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Table 6. foaber cf observed pecks per strain by weeks.

>eek t LA

| t

Six

: t

t m*
i

i RIR
: :

: Total i

: :

i hrs. t

observed t

s

* o.of
birds

: lean/

rd/
i hour

3 1 l 2 5.5 93 <0.01

I* 2.0 90 0.00

5 5 1 2 1 9 2.5 88 0.01*

6 1* 2 1 7 !*.0 88 0.02

7 U 1 2 7 7.0 87 0.01

*
8 5 11 5 16 U 1 !2 9.0 87 0.05

9 n 22 21 35 18 8 lie n.5 87 o.io

' 10 5 28 33 1*3 8 6 123 10.5 87 0.10

U 10 1*9 11*5 73 35 11 323 11.0 86 0.30

12 1*7 67 291 179 96 11* 691* 13.5 66 0.60

13 52 1*3 167 M 37 10 395 l*.o 86 1.10

U* 35 155 111* 80 31* 21 1*39 3.5 86 i.5o

15 179 1*73 51*6 323 160 127 1808 Ht.O 86 1.50

16 269 592 1*76 293 133 127 1890 Uu5 85 i.5o

17 216 lt£0 1*20 238 11*2 89 1565 11.5 83 1.60
J

18 132 680 P6it h36 205 in 2791* 15.5 83 2.30

19 101 136 111 68 hh 50 510 h.5 83 1.1*0

20 105 550 372 310 n3 63 U*93 13.0 83 l.t*0

-
21 U3h 923 1*83 210 139 2990 17.0 M 2.10

22 85 105 11*0 52 27 21 1*30 2.0 "2 2.60

Total 1288 32U3 2991* 1968 806 692 11001 175.0 — 0.91
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Table ?• Conparlsona by strains of their mean rates of pecking fro»
week U to week 22 Inclusive.

Strain
comparisons

> 1

t Means
: I : n

Difference 1

1

1 1 -value
i i n

VPR t WL 2.68 1.58 1.10 0.01

VPR x HWL 2.66 0.66 2.02 0.01

VTR I OVL 2.68 2.U6 0.22 IB*

VPR i HIE 2.68 0.57 2.11 0.01

VPR * Ba 2.68 1.06 1.62 0.01

CM. : DVL *M i.58 0.88 0.01

OVL t Ba 2.U6 1.06 l.UO 0.01

OVL i RIR 2.U6 0.57 1.69 0.01

ovl t a& 2.U6 0.66 1.80 0.01

fia t DHL 1.06 1.58 0.52 0.01

Ba : RIR 1.06 0.57 0.1x9 0.01

ba i me 1.06 0.66 0.1*0 0.01

OK : RIR 1.58 0.57 1.01 0.01

DVL : HVL 1.58 0.66 0.52 0.01

RIR t HVL 0.5T 0.66 0.09 0.03

* MS - Not statistically significant
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Table 1 i Huaber of birds observed in fights par UMk by strains*

>

' eek :

t

H 1 VPS.

t

Strain
i OWL t itei

t t t

I

: KIR i

s t

total no.
birds
involved

: Total
: no. of
t fights

7 1 7 3 3 Ik T

8 1 8 2 1 12 6

9 3 11 3 5 « 1 30 15

10 2 1 3 6 j

11

- 12 5 a 1 2 12 6

13 1 3 k 7

-

2k 1 1 2 X

15 1 2 3 2 8

16 1 1 2 1

17

18 2 2 k 2

19

20 1 2 1 1* t

21 1 h 1 6 J

22 2 2 1

Totals 15 37 17 A 8 5 106 53

-
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Table 9. ean percentages of each strain feeding at a tine by veeks.

". ec:- | 3A : VPR t OWL
strain

1 L : HWL *

15 12 16 19 20 17

17 lb 17 18 23 19

IS 20 16 28 22 18

13 25 16 27 18 Hi

16 26 13 22 23 17

20 30 20 28 29 23

8 16 ab 17 18 26 23

•

9 22 IB Hi 18 19 16

- 10 10 13 12 12 1U 13

11 19 18 12 17 15 15

12 15 lfl 18 22 18 2k

13 32 27 31 30 33 20

1U 19 21 19 28 21 15

15 31 20 25 22 26 15

16 19 23 21 20 18 8

17 13 III 17 17 16 6

ie 13 16 18 15 13 7

1? 9 17 12 10 13 6

20 9 21 Hi 13 13 1

•
21 9 18 16 13 Hi 6

22 11* 22 16 15 12 5

•

•
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iable 10. Comparisons ly strains of their mean rates of feeding
from weak two to veek nine inclusive.

Strain
coapax•iscna

t t

; .tano t

t I i n i

Difference
i

1

|

i P-value

tt i

VPR l DVL 1.69 1.78 0.09 US*

VTR i M 1.69 1.80 0.11 -s

VTR 1 OViL 1.69 1.29 0.10

VPR I n 1.69 UU7 0.22 '3

VPR t n 1.69 1.37 0.32 •3

GVL i M 1.29 1.78 0.1*9 IS

GVT. i BA 1.29 1.37 0.08 re

(M. i RIR 1.29 1.1*7 0.18

OH. I HVL 1.29 1.80 0.51 0.05

m 1 DVL 1.37 1.78 0.1*1

Bk S RIR 1.37 1.1*7 0.10

M i HWL 1.37 1.80 0.1*3

BW. 1 RIR 1.78 1.U7 0.31 rs

Ml j M, 1.78 1.80 0.02 IB

RTR i Mb Lett 1.80 0.33 re

NS • Not statistically significant
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Table 11 • Comparisons by strains of their stean rates of feeding
frow i 15 to weak 22 inclusive*

Strain •
•

•
•

comparisons t

I

Joans

i t n
1

1

Difference t

1

P-value
T t B

VTR t Mb 1.53 1.25 0.28 US*

VPR t HWL 1.53 1.25 0.28 '5

VPR t GVL 1.53 1.39 0.11* NS

VPR i RIR 1.53 0.59 0.9U 0.02

VPR l BA 1.53 1.17 0.36 m
-

OVL t HVL 1.39 1.25 0.1b m
GVL t BA 1.39 1.17 0.22 16

GVL I RIR 1.39 0.59 0.S0 0.01

GVL i KM. 1.39 1.25 O.lli IS

BA t DM. 1.17 1.25 0.08 NS

BA l RIR 1.17 0.59 0.58

BA 1 HVL 1.17 1.25 0.08 M
DM. t RIR 1.25 0.59 0.66 0.01

DM. t KM. 1.25 1.25 0.00

•

RIR l KM. 0.59 1.25 0.66 0.01

IB » Not statistically significant
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Table Hi* Percentages of intrastrain peck-rights for each of six strains
of pullets as compared to the percentages knovn and the numbers
possible for flocks of 82 and 2*8 pullets, and the percentages
of initial pair-encounters von by each of four of the strains.

Strain
t Mock of 82 pullets i

1 % of % of t

: possible t knovn t knovn :

Flock
jTof

possible

of 1*8 pullets
: % of t %
t knovn : knovn

t
',' initial

t pair-en-
: counters

B* 63 90 70 36 66 55 28

WR 68 82 8U 53 8? 92 52

GVL If <a* 90 U5 IB 78 -
DKL M U8 88 50 63 75 52

HWL 20 25 85 27 n 72 ••»

KIR 3 3 89 h 5 82 66

Table 15* Results of initial pair-encounters betveen individuals of
single-breed flocks* The figures represent the number of
encounters von out of a possible 100 by each of the breeds
listed at the left from each of the breeds listed across
the top*

Breed » R 7 R t VPR i UK. t M : Total vins

RIR * 58 * 90 200

VPR U2 • kk 71 1*7

DfcL U8 56 • A 158

n 10 9 16 * 85

Total 100 1U3 11*2 215 600

j
No intrabreed encounters vere staged*
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Previous experiments concerned vith the study of the interbreed

behavior of mixed-breed flocks of chickens have been done vith adult

birds. The purpose of this experiment v;as to study the possible effects

which rearing together might have on the compatibility of a mixed-breed

flock of pullets* This experiment was part of a more extensive project

conducted by the Department of Poultry Husbandry at Kansas State College*

Six strains of pullets, involving four breeds, vere used in this

study. Ihe strains used, and the number of individuals in each, vere as

follows: Black Australorps (16), VMte Plymouth Rocks (16), Rhode Island

Reds (16), Ghostley VMte Leghorns (16), Dirkaie White Leghorns (15), and

Honegger VMte Leghorns (16). The birds vere reared together and main-

tained under the standard procedures practiced at the Kansas State College

Poultry Farm.

The following activities vere recorded during the periods of obser-

vation of the flock vhich started April 5» 1956, and ended February 9,

1957 t frolicking, sparring, pecking, fighting and feeding. The fre-

quencies of these activities vere summarized on a mean per bird per hour

basis by weeks. Paired comparisons of the rates of activities of the six

strains made and the mean differences between strains were tested for

statistical significance. Interbreed initial pair-encounters were staged

between adult individuals of four of the strains which were of the same

hatching stock and the same age, but vhich vere maintained in single-

breed flocks.

Significant differences vere observed for some of the strain com-

parisons in each of the four types of activities analyzed. Some of these

differences vere between the same strains in more than one activity. The



frequencies of frolicking and sparring appeared to have little, if any,

relationship to the frequencies of pecking and feeding* There was a

relation between the frequency of pecking and the frequency of feeding,

for one strain at least, which showed that the more aggressive strains

had precedence at feeding*

The number of fights observed was too small to treat statistically,

but the greatest number occurred during the time of peck-order formation.

The strains which were observed to fight most were highest in the peck-

order and vice versa *

There was some indication that during the peck-order formation period

growth rates might have been influenced by social status and frequency of

feeding* The efficiencies in meat and egg production of these strains is

being presented in another phase of the experiment which was conducted by

Mr. Dale Tindell of the Department of Poultry Husbandry*

In the staged initial pair-encounters between adult individuals of

four strains maintained in single-strain flocks, the strain lowest in the

ontogenetic peck-order won the most encounters, and the strain highest in

the peck-order won the least encounters* This is partially explained on

the basis of breed recognition and differences in maturity rates of the

different breeds, but the real meaning in such results was not determined.


